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WELCOME LETTER
This year’s Roselle Park Art Festival will be bigger
and better than ever. For the first time, the
festival will run on Chestnut Street from
Westfield Ave to Webster Street, more than
double the space of 2021.
Artists & crafters will be set-up all along the way
and there will be three different areas with food
vendors, including a beer garden outside of
Dowling’s Irish Pub. The street artists will be
returning to demonstrate their skills live in
Michael J. Mauri park. Popular band Afro
Dominocano will be closing a great musical lineup on the Breakwater Stage.
The 2022 festival is not to be missed! Bring your
family and friends and enjoy a day surrounded
by the arts in downtown Roselle Park.
The Roselle Parks Loves Arts Inc. Board

Thank You to Our Sponsors

Friends and Family of Lee
Ann Niles
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Thank You to Our Sponsors
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O'Keefe Family

Glass Chiropractic

David A. Snyder, L.Ac.
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Schedule
BREAKWATER STAGE
MICHAEL J. MAURI/GAZEBO PARK

12:00 pm - Color Joy
1:15 pm - Little Jimmy and the Starlites
2:45 pm - Verdict
4:15 pm - Ed Palermo Big Band
5:45 pm - Afro Dominicano

LIBRARY STAGE
ROSELLE PARK VETERANS MEMORIAL
LIBRARY LAWN

12:00 - Alana Sue
1:00 - The Saxsations
2:00 - Alek Speck
3:00 - Jen Cintron
4:00 - Charlotte Sessions
5:00 - Isabelle Latorre & Reanna Saldana
6:00 - Ryan Chatelain

STREET ARTISTS
MICHAEL J. MAURI/GAZEBO PARK

12:00 pm - Mustart (Jersey City)

Ana Teresa (NYC)
Lasak (NYC)
Majo San (NYC)
3:00 pm - Shiro (Japan)

Jeff Enriquez (NYC)
Rorschach Brand (Newark)

PERFORMANCES
WILLIAMS AND CHESTNUT STREET

3:30 pm - Fusion Dance Centre
4:00 pm - Planet Dance
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2022 Roselle Park Arts Festival Timeline
Time

Breakwater

Library

Street Art

12:00

Color Joy

Alana Sue

Mustart

Spin Art

Ana Teresa

Grafitti Walls

Lasak

Chalk The
Street

01:00
02:00
03:00

Little Jimmy
and the
Starlites

06:00
07:00

Alek Speck

Majo San

Verdict
Jen Cintron

04:00
05:00

The
Saxsations

Ed Palermo
Big Band

Afro
Dominicano

Shiro

Charlotte
Sessions

Jeff
Enriquez

Isabelle Latorre &
Reanna Saldana

Rorschach
Brand

Ryan
Chatelain

Performance

Art Activities

Tissue Paper
Flowers

Fusion
Dance
Planet
Dance

Musical
Instrument
Creation
Bleeding
Tissue Paper
Art
Mixed-Media
Sculpture
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ARTISTS
Briana Keating
This is Bri’s third time with the Roselle Park Arts Festival.
She 1st participated in the Art Walk in 2019 and since
started participating in multiple art festivals selling her art
work around New Jersey. Painting is her passion but she
also loves getting creative and crafting in any way
possible. Creativity is not an option…..It is Essential

Etsy Shop

Artists

Jentora Richardson
I am a self-taught handmade jewelry artist specializing in
kumihimo weaving and semiprecious gemstones. Other
techniques I use include macrame and beading. I love
natural tones and blues and those colors feature heavily
in my designs; however, I do work with most colors. I love
creating unique and intricate jewelry and hope you find
joy in my creations.

Website
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LIT Candles NJ
Nestled in the heart of NJ, crafting hand-poured candles
first began in 2017 as a hobby but over the years
developed into a handmade small shop where we create
out-of-the-box, fun vegan soy candles, room sprays and
incense sticks! l

Website

City Barn Market
We are a husband and wife team who run a very small
business and loved participating in last years event.
Everything is hand made from beginning to end!

Artists
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Floppy Ear Pottery
I am a hobby potter making functional pottery from my
home studio, Floppy Ear Pottery, in Union, NJ. I like to
make pieces that are bright and happy. I really enjoy
throwing on my wheel, but have started to embrace hand
building. With this method, I am using slabs of clay to
make other forms that I can't typically make on a wheel.
This has opened the door to some new opportunities.

100 Acres NJ
Purveyors of fine woodworking and other crafts. 100 Acres NJ
located in the small town of Milltown, NJ. With 25+ years in
custom creations and crafts. I, June Stryshak, and my
husband Robert Stryshak are the owners, designer and
craftsmen at 100 Acres NJ.
With both of us being self-taught crafters and woodworkers
it has allowed us to show our passion and appreciation for
the arts. Each piece that is hand crafted with heart and soul,
in our workshop as well as our home. We enjoy building,
creating and the time doing it, so when everything comes
together you can appreciate the final custom piece. Our
hope is that we can leave something behind that one day will
be cherished and passed on for years to come.

Website

Artists

Website
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Aaliyahs Henna
Website

Jess Harris Art
I am an oil painter and illurstrator based in NJ. My work is
influenced by florals, nature, architecture, and color

Website

Artists
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Knick Knack Art
I believe that art enhances our lives and doesn't need to
be expensive. My creative outlet has grown into a small
and very rewarding side business which includes 4”x4”
wood/paper tiles with funny or inspirational messages,
pendants for necklaces made from paper and wood.
However, my favorite pieces to make are my mini
dioramas made from mixed media, such as embroidery
thread, paper and wood.

Website

Artists

Le'Pearl Handmade Jewelry
Le'Pearl has been creating for 7 yrs. We use all kinds
of materials and pride ourselves on providing quality
and affordability.

Website
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Sora Ceballos Illustrations
I am a mother and an illustrator. In 2016, I decided to
draw mother and daughter every day to celebrate
motherhood and to celebrate my daughter... I have
1,000+ "Mother and Daughter" illustrations. In 2019 I
drew Patterns In 2020 I did Digital Illustrations In 20212022 I am back to watercolors and drawing girls.

Website

Peach Tree Design Shop
Jocelyn Hawkes, owner of Peach Tree Design Shop, has lived
in neighboring Union for ten years. She opened her business
in 2021 with a "fun, unusual and mischievous" theme.
Featuring custom graphic designs inspired by nature,
animals, people and pop culture, the designs are then
handmade and recreated on apparel and home goods. She
also offers unique items such as custom wedding art prints,
3D artwork, handmade ornaments and more.
Website

Artists
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NJ Rope Depot
Frank crafts handmade stone wrap necklaces, and
bracelets and earrings. All products to meet your
metaphysical needs.
Website

Mystic Hawk Soaps
Maker of home made soaps, scrubs and scented candles.

Website

Artists
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Art and Parker
Art and Parker hopes to bring joy in the little things
through jewelry, home decor, and accessories.

Quest Art Studio
Quest Art Studio will be exhibiting works from his
environmental activism series, Impact. These works
explore human impact on the environment and the effect
it has on wildlife. Each work is unique and breaks the
norms of traditional art, blending painting, sculpture, and
technology! The work 'Open Sunday' from this series will
be on display at the Trenton City Museum Ellarslie from
June 26th to October 2nd!

Website

Artists
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Alejandro Roy
New Jersey based artist who loves to draw with charcoal
and pastel and paint with watercolor and ink. I draw
animals, portraits, and urban, country and marinas
landscapes. My artworks I paint in watercolor and draw
with charcoal and pencils over white, black or tinted paper.
All artworks are original. I’m engineer, musician, traveler
and reader. My art reflect these variety of interest in
different topics from landscapes of places I visited to
animals, buildings and portraits. I’m always looking for new
challenges instead of repeating same formula.

Website

The Enchanted Knot
I am a mother of 3 that loves to Macrame. All my work is
handmade and hand dyed. Getting lost in the cords brings
me peace in my chaos. I am excited for the opportunity to be
a part of this art show.
Website

Artists
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Roselle Park Schools
Student Art Exhibit
Roselle Park Youth Center
234 Chestnut Street
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Pets In Ink
IAs someone who appreciates nature, wildlife, and all
animals, I try to reflect my love for these subjects in my
work. I work as a referral liaison for a well know animal
hospital in NJ, and when I am not there, or out walking in
one of our many beautiful NJ parks, I can most often be
found hanging out at home with my pets, or trying to
retrieve art supplies that my cats have decided to claim as
toys.

Website

Artists
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Meraki by Alex + Eli
Handmade clothing and accessories for children.

Website

Dyanna Negron
Dyanna and Olivia are Roselle Park students entering middle
school in September. They are both Girlscouts and they both
love creating art. Both girls were selected to participate in
the Enriched Art Program at Sherman Elementary School
during their 5th grade year. They can usually be found
drawing in sketch books, creating sculptures and making art
out of anything they can get their hands on.

Artists
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Alexandra Poulsen
Hello! I’m Xan and I make screen printed t shirts with my
original artwork. I’m a graphic designer by day but my real
fun is making wacky designs for people to wear!
Website

Artists

Level Threaded
Level threaded. Cross stitch and embroidery.
Hand sewn with love by Marina.

Website
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OlmedoSoul
OlmedoSoul is a family run crystal jewelry business.
We make custom bracelets, rings, hand-wrapped
pendants, pendants and earrings. We have matching
sets as well.

Website

Artists
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Hustlin House Plants
We don’t just sell plants, we sell conversation pieces!

Website

Amapola Espinoza

Artists
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Lavender McCaffrey
Lavender McCaffrey is a writer, musician, photographer
and painter originally from Roselle Park. She’s been
painting for a bit over a year now in her own peculiar
style, which she’s excited to finally share with her
hometown.

Sean O'Keefe
Sean O’Keefe is an artist and writer living in Roselle Park,
NJ. Sean attended Syracuse University where he earned
his BFA in Illustration. After graduation, Sean moved to
New York City where he spent time working in restaurants
and galleries while pursuing various artistic opportunities.
After the birth of his children, Sean and family move to
Roselle Park in 2015. He actively participates in
exhibitions and art fairs around New Jersey, and is
continuing to develop his voice as a writer.

Website

Artists
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Dipali Choudhari
JHenna Tattoo
Hand painted pillow covers
Hand crafted candle holders
Website

Susanne Kuneman
Sue Kuneman paints mostly with oils and has studied
under artists Valeri Larko, Anne Kullaf and Molly Sims. She
has had the opportunity to travel and paint en plein air
with fellow painters in Europe and along the eastern
coast of the US.

Website

Artists
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Alina
Collage of drawings and paintings drawn by Alina!

Cosmic Cry Productions
Cosmic Cry Productions encapsulates the creative output of
transgender artist, Ashley Maximillian, self taught and
focused on a wide range of mediums from acrylic to resin,
noisy instrumentals to wire wrapped crystals, plant
proliferation and junk innovation. A through line of wild
chaos magic and fearlessly pushing boundaries brings it all
together, representing Ashley’s desire to channel her desire
for growth and transformation into a physical form. She is
based in Roselle Park with her wife, their cats, and her
basement art studio.
Website
Artists
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Char Pours
Acrylic paintings and jewelry

LANA DE GRACE
We are a professional formulation chemist with a passion in
personal and home care products. We have been in business
since 2018. We enjoy formulating products and the process.
Website

Artists
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Pekito Adventures
Pekito adventures is a bilingual children's
book series. We would love the world to learn
English and Spanish because it's fun

Dawn Firestone
Come say &quot;hello&quot; to a Local Realtor and purchase
some funny unique home themed gifts!
Website

Artists
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Mary Rose Martorell
I love creating and am so excited to be exhibiting this
work! Pottery and prints! Everything is handmade by me,
an Art Teacher for over 18 years and an MFA graduate
from Brooklyn College!

notkarla Design Co
My crafting small business notkarla Design Co started in
January 2021 - first as an Etsy shop
(etsy.com/shop/notkarladesignco) and have now
expanded into an independent website. The notkarla
Design Company creates adorable stationery injected
with dry humor, specializing in novelty cards, stickers, and
other small gifts. Inspired designs range from cute
phrases to social causes.

Website

Artists
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Geejay Arts and Photo
Originally from island of Dominica but now a resident of
Union. He is a published author, painter and
photographer.

Website

Ginger Home
I love working with my hands, whether it’s knitting, sewing,
painting or staining. I also love to decorate for the holidays
and seasons, and have found the best decorations are
homemade! I will be selling fall and Halloween items at this
event - garlands, signs, coasters, wreaths, etc.
Website

Artists
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Darkstar Creations
My name is Miryam, I am an NJ based self taught artist,
with help of online courses. I am a full time mom, and part
time artist. My love for art developed at a very young age
but unfortunately never pursued this passion. In late
2018 I decided to take art seriously and have been
painting ever since. I’m still on the search for my artistic
voice, but for now focus on fine-tuning my skills.
Website

Artists

Ashley Buttino
Art is my passion and I am pursuing it as a career working
in jewelry. I work with many forms of media as I have had
many struggles in my life and I believe each material is
different and can be manipulated in its own way to
become something beautiful. Recently I received my
masters degree in Fine Arts from Kean University.

Website
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Dahriwaters
Hello! My name is Daniel Rivera and I'm a local artist that
resides in New Jersey. And what I love more than creating
art, is sharing my art with others.
Website

Bevastyles
Lisa Coppola is the owner and creator of Bevastyles jewelry.
All designs are conceived and fabricated by Lisa using a
combination of vintage estate jewelry and new materials like
quartz crystals and raw brass. She strives to give retro
jewelry a modern update making it easy to wear with the
latest fashion trends.
Website

Artists
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Renaee Smith
Renaee Smith is an international award winning,
accomplished author who has published several books.
Her books deal with social and environmental issues in a
way that children can understand.
Website

Artists

Jaidas Hopechest
Jaida's Hopechest focuses on handmade crafts and
encourages upcycling. I sponsor young artists
occasionally. The works of Karuma Young will be featured
at this event in addition to My book, "Black Eye Peas - An
American Story".

Website
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Dragon’s Lair Masks
and Oddities
Dragon’s Lair Masks and Oddities is an ever growing
family run shop that dives into the mind to bring the
whimsy and fantasy to life in an array of different
mediums! Every piece is handmade with love, care, and a
little bit of magic.

Website

ArTgues
Mark has exhibited in Jersey City, NYC and Boonton. Liza is a
writer and also does improv. Emma enjoys making art in her
basement studio.

Artists
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Jane Koza
Jane is an artist from Linden, New Jersey. A
spinal stroke left her paralyzed, but it hasn't
stopped her from creating art and enjoying her
favorite team, the New York Yankees.

Website

Artists
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Samantha Brown
Two halves of the same artist creating beautiful chainmail
and wire wrapped jewelry. Chris makes beautiful custom
made wire wrapped jewelry and Sam does the chainmail,
beautiful and custom made jewelry and accessories.
Website

Artists

Theresa Wong
Floral designer 25+ years- crafter/artist for 35+ years. My
daughter will be creating jewelry with crystals in them.
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Richie Olivera Flutes
Richie Olivera is a flute maker who makes Native American
and South American flutes for over 10 years..

Fires Eye Studios
Fire's Eye Studios is an online marketplace that sells abstract
artwork created by the artist Carolina Dias. Carolina and her
mom travel to selling venues to display the work and they
stand as a sales team, helping customers explore the
abstract and playful nature of the artwork.

Artists
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Jackie Allen
Jackie Allen is a freelance artist and illustrator currently
living and working in the beautiful beach town of Belmar,
New Jersey. She creates for and collaborates with brands
and individuals that value kindness, love, and joy and
enjoys working with passionate people just like herself!
Whether she’s creating custom illustrations for a
business, painting a mural, or working on her own pieces
for sale, Jackie’s art always strives to make people feel
happy and embrace a romantic outlook on life.
Website

Artists

NSATIONS
I always liked art but with two children I never really had the
time to enjoy it. One my children were grown and out of the
house, it gave me the opportunity to experiment with my
craft and I find that I don't only like art but I love it.
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Little Brigie Bags
Little Brigie Bags specializes in sourcing rescued textiles,
vintage linens and notions then reimagining and
refashioning them into fresh and unique practical designs.

Artists
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Balanced Cosmetics
Balanced products are unique and handcrafted, in small
batches by our team with love . All products are made
with plant oils , butters, essential oils and botanicals . Our
mission is to provide a small batch , Handcrafted Self Care
that is Natural. For a world where… Self Care is a priority
Website

Artists

jejeantyart
I am a self taught artist who uses a variety of mediums
including paint, marker and digital prints to create vivid
abstract representations of the world around me. Born in
Haiti, raised in Brooklyn, I draw inspiration from all sources,
especially urban life and the beauty of Blackness.
Website
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Strawberry Sistas
Strawberry sisters was created from our love of sewing!
We make scrunchies and zippered pouches and are
always planning new creations!

Website

PJS Woodworker Unlimited
I do this as a side thing. And I love transforming wood into
items to sell. I have lived in RP for 24 years! My friends call
me PJ!

Artists
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Noreen Gelling
Original watercolor paintings and cards

Fox and Flame
Fox and Flame gives old forgotten bones and crystals
second chance at life. Using sterling silver and raw
copper, statement piece pendants are fabricated for
unique folk.
Website

Artists
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Shirley Curtis
Handmade African jewelry, Ankara accessories, handmade
charm bracelets and crafts.

ShyGal Crafts
From sketches to sewing to even duct tape! I enjoy trying
new crafts and creating all different kinds of art of things I
love.

Artists
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MUSICIANS

Edward Palermo Big Band
Breakwater Stage: 4:15 pm
Ed Palermo is a New York-based arranger and alto
saxophonist currently living in West Orange, NJ. The Ed
Palermo Big Band has been together since 1980 and has
been playing and honing the music of Frank Zappa
(among other composers) for over 30 years, mainly in
monthly performances at the Iridium nightclub in New
York City and bimonthly concerts at The Falcon in
Marlboro, NY. Ed was recently listed as one of the top 40
“intriguing musicians to watch out for” by the online
magazine, The Daily Beast and a recent album, “The Great
Un-American Songbook”, was listed as one of the best
albums of 2017 in Downbeat Magazine.

Afro Dominocano
Breakwater Stage: 5:45 pm

Afro Dominicano is a Latin Fusion band which centers its
music into what we call Afro Caribbean soul. We blend
traditional folkloric roots music from the Dominican Republic
with Afro-beats, reggae, calypso, samba, Funk, Punk rock and
other Caribbean rhythms. We played mostly original songs
written and arranged by the Band and a few cover songs
renditions to the music we grew up listening to as
Dominican’s living in the U.S.A. Our band is composed of
Vocalists, Accordion guitar, bass, drums, Conga, Guira, and
Tambora.

Website

Musicians

His current releases, “The Adventures of Zodd Zundgrenthe Music of Frank Zappa and Todd Rundgren”, “A Lousy
Day In Harlem” and “I’ve Got News For You-the Music of
Edgar Winter” all garnered rave reviews. Ed Palermo
arranged music for one of James Brown’s final concerts at
the Hollywood Bowl in Los Angeles.

Website
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Verdict
Breakwater Stage: 2:45 pm
The Verdict Reggae Soca Band has been rocking the house
from venues as varied as the fabled Stone Pony in Asbury Park
to the NFL Owners Meeting at the Super Bowl in Miami.
 heir polished energy has been fed from the wide ranging
T
experiences of jamming with Chaka Khan and Stevie Wonder
(what a surreal moment to have Johnny whispering the lyrics to
Marley’s “Waiting in Vain” in Stevie’s ear since he didn’t know
the second verse by heart), to performing “Stir it Up” and Chick
Corea’s “Spain” with Prince Ali of Iran sitting in on drums.

Color Joy
Breakwater Stage: 12:00 pm
Described as “breathing new life” into the alt-pop band
scene, Colorjoy is the vibrant, upcoming duo of Emily
MacMahon and Sam Novotny. Taking inspiration from
various genres, Colorjoy is a blend of Hippo Campus,
Paramore, Harry Styles, and more. Their highly-anticipated
debut album, Golden Age, releases this summer, completely
recorded and mixed by the duo themselves. Emily
MacMahon: Vocals, Guitar, Piano Sam Novotny: Drums, Bass,
Synth, Backup Vocals

Website

Musicians

Instagram- @colorjoyofficial
Twitter- @colorjoyofcl

Their passion is colored by opening for legends such as Sting
and Madonna at the Gianni Versace memorial concert, to
running for their lives as a near riot breaks out at a block party
in Bensonhurst. The band’s undeniable talent brought this
American based band the honor of performing at Carnival in
Trinidad, appearances on network TV, and even a junket
entertaining the legions of the Republican National Committee.

Website
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The Saxsations
Library Stage: 1:00 pm
Roselle Park's own saxophone trio band serenades
audiences by playing all of the greatest hits that you grew
up with.
Instagram

Little Jimmy and the Starlites
Breakwater Stage: 1:15 pm
Little Jimmy & The STARLITES have been performing since
1973. The Band plays Classic Rock spanning from 1950’s
Doo-Wop and great Dance Songs, to Motown and 1960’s
Feel Good Pop Hits, including The FM Radio - Album Rock of
the 70’s, and Power Pop of the 80’s. Please Note: You bring
the big Hair!!

Website

Musicians
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Jenn Cintron
Library Stage: 3:00 pm
Jennifer Cintron's Music has an old school 70’s vibe, with
funky beats and bass lines that blend beautifully with her
bluesy soulful vocals. Her eclectic writing style draws people
in with lyrics that speak about tackling past mistakes head
on, being open to love and seizing the day.
Her sound is a mix of Rock, Blues, Folk, and Pop. Her vocals
have been compared to Grace Potter, Alanis Morissette, and
Janis Joplin. Her music has been influenced by 70's classic
rock, Billie Holiday, Alabama Shakes and Sia. She plays with
her full band or with her pianist.
Website

Charlotte Sessions
Library Stage: 4:00 pm
Charlotte Sessions is a singer-songwriter, musical theater
writer, composer, arranger and producer from Roselle Park,
New Jersey. Her music infuses a soulful blend of theatrical
and thought-provoking lyrics and sophisticated harmonies
that spread across various musical genres, such as jazz,
rock, R&B, electronic and folk. Charlotte had an interest in
music for as long as she can remember. Her biggest
influences are Stevie Wonder, Alicia Keys, Elton John, Sara
Bareilles, Jamiroquai, Norah Jones, and Steely Dan.

Website

Musicians
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Ryan Chatelain
Library Stage: 6:00 pm
Roselle Park-based singer-songwriter Ryan Chatelain's music
is a blend of pop, rock and country. Chatelain has played at
some of the top clubs in New York and his hometown of
New Orleans – including the Big Apple's Knitting Factory and
Pianos, and the Crescent City's Tipitina's and Howlin' Wolf.
In December 2020, he released his second album, “The
Shoestring Sessions,” which was recorded with musicians
spanning three states in the early weeks of the pandemic.
He recently launched an alternative country band called The
Dust-Ups. Find out more about Ryan at ryanchatelain.com,
or look him up on Apple Music, Spotify or Amazon Music.
Website

Isabelle Latorre & Reanna Saldana
Library Stage: 5:00 pm
Isabelle Latorre and Reanna Saldana (formerly The
Quaranteens) is no stranger to the stage. Isabelle has
performed in numerous Off Broadway shows in New York
City to which the most recent is as Ella Pador in Disney's
Camp Rock in August as well as other shows in local
theaters in New Jersey. She is also a member of the
Broadway Youth Ensemble based in NYC and she loves
singing the Star Spangled Banner for our town events.
Reanna is a rising college sophomore in Rutgers and has
performed in Roselle Park High School musicals. Her most
recent and favorite credit as Logainne “Schwarzy”
Schwartzandgrubenierre in The 23rd Annual Putnam
Spelling Bee.
Instagram: isabelle.rose.Latorre
Instagram: Rowxboat

Musicians
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Alek Speck
Library Stage: 2:00 pm
 s a drummer, percussionist, washboard player, lighting
A
tech, former choir boy, all-around roadie and amateur
juggler, Alek embraces the rare chance to perform soloacoustic guitar. Deep cut rarities and songs you forgot you
liked combine to offer a unique take on a stripped-down,
pensive, heart-warming vibe.

Alana Sue
Library Stage: 12:00 pm
I am a singer-songerwriter with a love for soft pop and
country music! Excited to be performing in my hometown for
the first time! Joining me will be my wonderfully talented
husband and the best guitar player I know! We can't wait!

Website

Musicians
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Interactive Art
Street Artists Live Painting
in Michael Mauri Park
Noon
•Mustart (Jersey City)
•Ana Teresa (NYC)
•Lasak (NYC)
•Majo San (NYC)

3:00PM
•Shiro (Japan)
•Jeff Enriquez (NYC)
•Rorschach Brand (Newark)

Art Activities on the
Library Lawn
 pin Art
S
Grafitti Walls
Chalk The Street
Tissue Paper Flowers
Musical Instrument Creation
Bleeding Tissue Paper Art
Mixed-Media
Sculpture

Tie Dye with Union
County Connects
Located at Chestnut & Grant Streets
Donation required for this activity.
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Participating Businesses & Community Organizations
Caricature Artist
Joe and Jodi's Barber Shop 210 Chestnut Street

Face Painting
Fit by iMan at 204 Chestnut

Breakwater Treatment and Wellness

RP Green Team Recycled Art
315 Chestnut Street

RP Police Department

Sabir Calloway New York Life
Gateway YMCA

RP Small Business Network
Brennan's Bedding
128 Chestnut Street
All The Mommas Baby Care
Youth Center
234 Chestnut Street
Blooming Flowers
126 Chestnut Street

Planet Dance
Dance Fusion
Central Jersey Leathernecks Attachment
Roselle Park Cub Scouts
Los Altos Restaurant
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Performances

Performance Stage
3:30 - Fusion Dance Centre
4:00 - Planet Dance
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Festival
Map

